Tennis Racquet Stringing
Standard turnaround time is 3-4 days.

Labor Only
(client supplies the string)

$20 per racquet

Rush Orders
$5 additional charge per racquet

•

All Tennis Racquet Stringing is done in-house or outsourced to Westwood Sports/Racquet
Depot when necessary.

•

All stringing prices include the cost of the string and labor.

•

Please complete Racquet Stringing Form and attach to your racquet. Please take your dampener & cover with you.

•

Standard turnaround time is 3-4 days. All Rush orders will be charged a additional $5 per
racquet.

•

Labor only price is $20 per racquet, when you supply the string.

•

Tennis Racquet Stringing prices are available at the club and online.

•

Stringer can call, email, or text you if you have additional questions.

•

All Tennis Racquet Stringing invoices are paid at the time of pick-up. Payable to “Murrieta
Tennis Club.”

•

Grommet, headguards, & grip build up is an additional charge. Stringer will contact you regarding these rates if necessary.

•

Please note, although frames are inspected for damage when they are handed in, we cannot
guarantee the condition of the frame prior to stringing. Should frame damage occur as a result of normal stringing procedure, we cannot be held responsible.

•

Racquets must be collected within 30 days of the restring, failure to do so may result in the
racquets being hired out to customers. Although we try our best to have a 3-4 day turn
around on the racquets, at busier times it may be slower and as such cannot be guaranteed
to be complete within 3-4 days.

Murrieta Tennis Club carries the following strings in-house. All other string
jobs will be outsourced to Westwood Sports/Racquet Depot.

Babolat Pro Hurricane - $27

Babolat RPM Blast - $36

Babolat RPM Team - $33

Babolat Spiraltek - $23

Gamma Synthetic - $22

Gamma TNT - $28

Solinco Hyper G - $30

Solinco Tour Bite - $30

(Price listed includes string, labor & sales tax)

BABOLAT Addiction -

$30

Babolat offers the perfect string for the tennis addict. This is Babolat's
slightly firmer and more durable multifilament counterpart to XCel. Addiction is a nice choice for the player looking for power, comfort, and feel. However, it plays slightly firmer than its counterpart XCel, offering less power
and a bit more control. Durability is also enhanced with Polytetrafluorethylene, a low friction material included to reduce string notching and premature breakage. This would be a great choice for the all-court player looking
for the soft feel of a multifilament, but wanting a little more control and durability.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Natural

BABOLAT M7 -

$33

Babolat M7 is a very comfortable string with controllable power. With its
unique construction of seven polyamide strands, this string is pliable enough
to reduce impact shock, while also remaining wonderfully crisp. Offers a
uniquely high level of playability along with amazing feel. A great option for
players who want a near gut like level of precision, power and feel. The
unique construction provides greater durability than strings with comparable comfort.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Natural

BABOLAT Origin -

$40

Babolat's Origin string is a very unique monofilament. For starter's it is not a
polyester, though it offers impressive control. Made of a highly innovative
natural polyamide, this string delivers a comfortably crisp response with
wonderful dwell time and great feel. Like natural gut, this one is very responsive and comfortable at higher tensions. Players looking for a unique blend
of precision, spin, comfort and controllable power should love this one.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Natural, Black, Red

BABOLAT Pro Hurricane

-

$27

Babolat Pro Hurricane is a firm and durable co-poly with remarkable control
and spin. In order to improve the feel and comfort, Babolat utilizes a softening agent called Xtrem Futur Polymer. With its ultra predictable and lowpowered response, Pro Hurricane enables the player to attack the ball with
full force when going for extra pace and spin. Intermediate and advanced
players in search of control, spin and durability should give this co-poly a
serious look.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17, 18
Color: Natural

BABOLAT Pro Hurricane Tour -

$30

Pro Hurricane Tour is big on control and spin. It's also quite firm, so we think
it works best for intermediate to advanced baseliners with long, fast strokes.
String breakers take note: this one offers excellent durability. The octagonal
profile gives Pro Hurricane Tour great bite, while the coating allows the
strings to snap back with greater force. The result is a heavy ball loaded with
spin, especially for players who swing big. This is a great option for power
baseliners who want the ultimate in spin, control, and durability.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Gold

BABOLAT RPM Blast -

$36

The string of choice for Stan Wawrinka, this durable co-poly string is very,
very spin friendly. The slick surface of RPM Blast allows the main strings to
slide out of alignment, grab the ball and then snap back to add spin to the
shot. While all co-poly monofilaments do this to some extent, our lab tests
confirm that RPM Blast is exceptional in this regard. Though RPM Blast offers
a slightly softer feel than traditional polyesters, it is by no means the softest
co-poly available. It is an ideal choice for big hitters with heavier racquets
seeking maximum control, durability, and spin. (And it seems to be working
quite well for Rafa!)
Type: Poly
Gauge: 15L, 16, 17, 18
Color: Black

BABOLAT RPM Blast Rough -

$36

RPM Blast Rough is the textured version of RPM Blast, one of the most popular co-polys ever made. Like the standard RPM Blast, this string is a copolymer monofilament with an octagonal shape and a special cross-linked
silicone coating. RPM blast Rough is perfect for aggressive players who like
to attack the ball with long, fast strokes. With its grippy surface, you'll find
plenty of bite for bringing the ball down with spin. The durability is also quite
high, making this a great option for string breakers.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 15L, 16, 17
Color: Black, Yellow, Orange

BABOLAT RPM Team -

$33

RPM Team provides outstanding durability, spin and control to advanced
players with long, fast strokes Babolat injects air bubbles into the core,
which is meant to give it a slightly softer feel than RPM Blast. The coating on
this string makes it easier for the main strings to deflect (absorb energy) and
then return to their original position (snapback) with greater force. This
means that players who bring their own power will find their efforts multiplied with explosive pop and spin.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Black

BABOLAT Spiraltek -

$23

For the player who wants great all around playability, Babolat offers SG SpiralTek. This solid core string is made with a durable polyamide core and is
wrapped in a swirl of ultra flexible filaments. The result is a comfortably crisp
synthetic gut that offers a nice balance of comfort, power, durability and
spin.
Type: Syn
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Gold, Red

BABOLAT Xcel -

$38

Offering an almost unmatched combination of comfort, touch and feel, this
newer version of XCel adds a durability upgrade to Babolat's time-tested
original recipe. The increase in durability will allow stronger players with
longer strokes to enjoy maximum playability. While this string has more than
enough pop for players with shorter strokes, the control is actually quite
good for the breed. Suitable to all ability levels, this one is a genuine treat
for any non-poly player who wants to experience one of the most responsive
multifilament's on the market.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Natural, Blue, Black

BABOLAT VS Team -

$61

Babolat's top of the line Natural Gut in a thin and responsive 17 gauge. Used
by top touring pros and players who demand ultimate feel and control. VS
Natural Team Gut is constructed with a tighter gauge tolerance than any
previous Babolat VS Natural Gut offering. Includes Thermogut Technology - a
process of high temperature finishing that increases the cohesion of the fibers down to the core of the string. Now comes with BT7 technology which
is a new layering structure, increasing durability by 15%. Offers a slightly
firmer feel, but remains the "Gold Standard" for comfort and playability.
Type: Gut
Gauge: 17
Color: Natural

BABOLAT VS Touch -

$61

An iconic natural gut string used by many ATP and WTA Tour pros. This one
is premium grade. It possesses an unmatched combination of power, comfort and feel. Maintains playability remarkably well at higher tensions. VS
Touch is not only great for top-level play, it provides nice power and an expanded sweet spot to beginners with compact strokes. It's also a great option for tendonitis sufferers in search of a softer response. As for hybrids,
this is the perfect compliment to stiff polys. Thermogut Technology Finishing
increases durability and resistance to humidity, according to Babolat. This
natural gut comes with BT7 technology which is a new layering structure,
increasing durability by 15%. Offers a slightly firmer feel, but remains the
"Gold Standard" for comfort and playability.
Type: Gut
Gauge: 15L, 16
Color: Natural

BABOLAT Tonic -

$54

Now packaged as Tonic+ Ball Feel. Same great natural gut quality as Babolat
VS. Only differences are slightly less consistency in gauging and minor cosmetic blemishes. Exclusive Thermogut Technology Finishing increases durability (+25%) and resistance to humidity (+60%), according to Babolat. Excellent feel and control.
Type: Gut
Gauge: 15L
Color: Natural

BABOLAT RMP Dual -

$32

The most durable string from the RPM family has finally made its appurtenance as the Babolat RPM Dual! The durability is due to the addition of a
titanium co-polyester material to the original equation of the RPM recipe.
Babolat made this string with control in mind because of the slightly firmer
and lower power that RPM Dual offers compared to that of the original RPM.
Although the string is focused on durability and control, topspin can still be
easily generated due to the slippery cross-linked silicone coating that makes
the main strings slide out of position with each shot and snap back into its
original place with incredible force. This makes it so that players can experience great heavy spin without all the extra work.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Blk/White

BABOLAT Revenge -

$26

Babolat Revenge String 16G is a tough, ultra-spin, co-polyester monofilament that provides exceptional comfort, impressive durability and great
tension holding capacity for excellent spin and control. Great for hard hitting
players looking for a tough string that holds tension extremely well.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16
Color: Red

DIADEM Solstice Power

-

$32

Diadem Solstice Power is a firm co-poly featuring a six-pointed star shape
that helps to enhance ball bite for massive spin and power. The low-friction
surface further enhances ball spin by improving string snap back. In other
words, this string was built for spin - massive spin. Intermediate and advanced players looking for a huge spin and blistering power from their copoly have come to the right place.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 15L, 16, 16L, 17, 18
Color: Teal

DIADEM Elite XT

-

$32

Diadem Elite XT is a firm co-poly featuring a six-pointed star shape that
helps to enhance ball bite for massive spin. The low-friction surface further
enhances ball spin by improving string snap back. In other words, this string
was built for spin - massive spin. Intermediate and advanced players looking
for a comfortable co-poly with explosive response have come to the right
place.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 15L, 16, 16L, 17, 18
Color: Teal

DUNLOP Black Widow

-

$31

With a heptagonal shape, this co-poly rips into the ball, providing excellent
access to spin. Offers good durability as well. Best suited to big hitters in
search of above average comfort for a poly.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17, 18
Color: Black

DUNLOP S-Gut

-

$22

Excellent value multifilament string delivering all-round playability and durability. Highly elastic synthetic fibers give this string its power with a special
PU outer coating for added durability.
Type: Syn
Gauge: 16, 17, 18
Color: White, Blue

DUNLOP Juice

-

$28

The Dunlop Juice features a pentagonal outer profile, designed to provide
increased spin on ball contact, with a high-tensile mono-filament premium
polyester construction to add power. Great for baseliners who like to dictate
rallies with spin.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16
Color: Gold

DUNLOP Explosive

-

$28

Medium firm for a poly, Dunlop Explosive offers plenty of control and spin
with a lively snap back. Great for the player seeking power, control and
heavy spin.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17, 18
Color: Grey

DUNLOP Silk

-

$33

There is plenty of power and comfort to be found in this premium grade
multifilament. Thermo elastic PU resin bonded fibers help this string offer
excellent playability while being easy on the arm.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Black, Natural

GAMMA Live Wire -

$29

Live Wire offers exceptional around all-performance with a superior feel and
impressive power. The comfortably crisp response delivers above average
control for an arm-friendly string. Live Wire Technology exposes the polymeric materials in the string to an advanced, super high energy, Gamma
irradiation process. This process energizes the molecules and accelerates the
cross linkage (bonding) between the molecules by more than 25% to create
Live Wire nanofibers. The result is not only greater elasticity, but outstanding playability.
Type: Mulit
Gauge: 16/17
Color: Natural

GAMMA Live Wire Professional -

$38

Live Wire Professional offers "Gut-like performance in a multifilament
string." Includes 50% more Live Wire Iso-Elastic Fibers, which increases resiliency and elasticity, and 20% more High Impact Urethane Resin for improved
vibration dampening. PEEK Abrasion Resistant Fibers help increase string
life and contribute to a crisp, solid feel.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16/17, 18
Color: Natural

GAMMA Live Wire XP -

$32

Live Wire XP features a bundled Live Wire core, surrounded by twisted Live
Wire wraps and Zyex Monofilaments. A soft Pearl coating provides added
comfort and durability. According to Gamma, Live Wire XP offers "maximum
power and control, superior durability and a crisp, solid feel." Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Natural, Black

GAMMA Solace -

$35

Gamma Solace is an extremely arm-friendly string with great feel. It brings,
for the first time, Gamma's time-tested TNT2 processing to a dual core
(rather than a single or solid core). The construction is completed with high
tenacity filaments and infused with polyurethane. This blend of firm and
soft construction strategies delivers a comfortably crisp response with an
impressive level of controllable power. Thanks to its abrasion resistant
coating, Solace has above average durability for a multifilament string. This
is a great option for any player who wants outstanding all-around playability
in a very comfortable package.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Natural

GAMMA Live Wire Professional Spin

-

$38

A new feature added to the already popular Gamma Professional.
The Gamma Professional Spin features raised outer PEEK Abrasion Resistant
Fibers for increased ball bite that results in maximum spin.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16
Color: Natural

GAMMA Ocho XP -

$33

Gamma's Live Wire XP strings have long been known for their big comfort
and easy power. With Ocho XP, Gamma moves the needle by adding a little
spin to the equation. Boasting 8 grippy edges, this groundbreaking multifilament puts a extra grip on the ball, making it easier for the player to generate
ball rotation. Doubles players looking for great feel around the net should
like this one. Although seasoned polyester users will likely find Ocho too
powerful for their explosive topspin mechanics, this string makes a very nice
hybrid cross. All in all, this is a great option for any player who values comfort and power.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Natural

GAMMA Ocho TNT -

$30

Introducing Ocho TNT 16 - an arm-friendly spin machine packed with comfort and power. This is the first solid core string to feature an octagonal
shape, a fact that bodes well for anyone who wants a little extra spin without having to switch to a stiff polyester. This string also features Gamma's
time-tested TNT Technology - a Thermo Nuclear Technology designed to
help the strings return energy to the ball. Fans of the original TNT and TNT2
series of strings should love this one. With its crisp feel, controllable power
and above average durability (for a non-polyester), this string should work
well for a wide range of players. Did we mention the extra spin potential and
high comfort level?
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Natural

GAMMA TNT

-

$28

TNT has exceptional playability for a solid core string. This is partly because
of Gamma's patented TNT2 processing which greatly improves the string's
ability to store and return energy. The result is a lively string that does not
skimp on control or comfort. Made with an Elastalon center core, outer
wraps and a pearl coating to enhance durability. Excellent feel with a wonderfully crisp response.
Type: Mulit
Gauge: 15L, 16, 17, 18
Color: Natural, Black

GAMMA Glide Cross (1/2 Set ONLY) -

$19

Gamma Glide is a revolutionary cross string with a remarkably comfortable
feel and a lively response. More importantly, it is made with a low friction
material which allows the main strings to deflect and then snapback with
vicious force in order to impart more spin to the ball. This is a great option
for anyone who wants to create a softer feeling hybrid with decent power
and huge spin potential.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16
Color: Natural

GAMMA Ocho -

$31

Gamma Ocho has the makings of a dangerous weapon in the hands of big
hitters. This very durable co-polyester string rewards the biggest, most powerful strokes with spin loaded missiles that drop sharply and accurately. The
ultra easy access to spin comes in no small part from this string's 8 grippy
edges. The feel is comfortably firm. A great option for intermediate and advanced players with long, fast strokes.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Yellow, Grey

GAMMA Moto Soft

-

$28

With Moto Soft Gamma adds some comfort to its shaped spin monster.
Boasting 7 sharp edges, this comfortably firm co-poly puts a very tight grip
on the ball, enabling the player to hit with massive spin. Big hitters looking
for a co-poly with above average feel should love this one.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Grey

GAMMA Moto

-

$28

Gamma Moto is a firm co-poly offering more than just control and durability. With its 7 sharp edges this one bites hard. The result is massive spin potential. We found this string to have surprisingly good pocketing for a firm
monofilament, with very impressive responsiveness and decent comfort at
lower tensions.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Yellow, Grey, Black

GAMMA iO -

$30

Big hitters in search of control and durability will find a lot to like
about Gamma iO 16. The low powered and very precise response allows
advanced players to swing freely. The result is heavy spin packed with player
-power. Big hitters who hit a flatter ball will appreciate the very predictable
and easily controlled trajectory response.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Grey, Orange, Blue

GAMMA iO Soft

-

$30

One of Gamma's best control strings gets softer! With iO Soft Gamma has
constructed a co-poly that not only works for advanced players but also big
swinging intermediates who want a control string with decent comfort. This
is a great option for the player who wants the freedom to attack the ball
without having to worry about overhitting.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 15L, 16, 17
Color: Grey

GAMMA Poly-Z

-

$24

Firm, low powered and durable, Gamma Poly Z 16 is great for the advanced
player with long, fast strokes. The ability to swing big translated into huge
spin. Strong players in search of maximum control and outstanding durability are advised to give this one a try. Decent comfort for a low-powered poly.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Yellow, Red

GAMMA Synthetic 16 -

$22

An all around performance string that offers a balance of playability and durability for a wide audience of playing styles.
Type: Syn
Gauge: 16
Color: Blue, Purple, Red

GAMMA Marathon

-

$26

Gamma's "new and improved" Marathon string, Marathon DPC 15L offers
20% more durability by adding a Diamond Pearl Coating. Highly rated for
durability (in the non-hybrid category) by the USRSA, Marathon DPC offers,
"exceptional durability and control for hard hitters."
Type: Syn
Gauge: 15L, 16
Color: Natural

GAMMA Ruff

-

$28

Two words: comfort & spin. Gamma Ruff 16 is one of the only non-polyester
strings with a grippy texture. This comfortably firm string will enable you to
add more spin to your game without having to switch to a stiff polyester.
Type: Syn
Gauge: 16
Color: Natural

GAMMA Glide/Live Wire XP -

$38

Gamma Glide Hybrid w/ Live Wire XP is a hybrid string that comes with a
half set of Gamma's Live Wire XP to provide players with a crisp feel for natural gut-like playability. Also in the package is Gamma's revolutionary new
string "Glide". Glide is cross string that was developed to reduce friction of
the main strings as they slide over the crosses. This in turn delivers the player up to 300 additional RPM's with a single string job. It is recommended by
Gamma that you string the Glide in your crosses 10 percent higher than normal. This string package is best suited for any player that is looking for a
good playable hybrid without losing any of the spin they get from a full bed
polyester string job.
Type: Blend
Gauge: 16
Color: Natural

GAMMA Glide/Moto

-

$38

Poly players who want incredible spin without sacrificing comfort and power
are going to enjoy the new Gamma Glide Hybrid (w/ Moto). The main string
is Gamma’s dynamic Moto polyester. This string uses a seven sided design to
provide maximum bite for massive spin. The co-poly construction also yields
improved response and feel along with excellent tension maintenance. The
cross strings are Gamma’s revolutionary new Glide cross string. This string is
made from a patent pending, proprietary super elastic fluorinated polymer.
This construction translates into dramatically reduced inter-string friction
and an 86% increase in lateral main string movement and 49% faster “snap
back.” With elasticity on par with natural gut, Glide also adds tremendous
feel, comfort and power to the string bed.
Type: Blend
Gauge: 16
Color: Natural

GAMMA Synthetic 17 -

$22

An all around performance 17 gauge string that offers a balance of playability and durability for a wide audience of playing styles.
Type: Syn
Gauge: 17
Color: Grey/White

HEAD Hawk Touch

-

$36

Head delivers a slightly softer version of the original Hawk. This co-poly has
Head's unique Crystal Core technology, featuring a pliable inner core surrounded by a firm outer shell. The result is a string that is firm enough to
deliver exceptional control, but also muted enough to reduce the harshest
vibrations. The low-powered response will allow big hitters to take huge cuts
at the ball, a fact that bodes well for those who want to ratchet up the spin.
This is a great option for strong intermediate and advanced level players
who are looking for a very precise and accurate response when the stroke
speed goes up.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 17, 18, 19
Color: Black, Red

HEAD Reflex MLT

-

$34

With Reflex MLT Head delivers an extremely comfortable multifilament with
plenty of power and a gut like feel. For the player with arm sensitivity, this
string deploys an army of 1,300 velvety filaments to create a remarkably
plush and low-vibration feel at impact. Players looking to add power to
their game should love this string. With its unique low-friction coating, Reflex offers impressive spin and durability for its class. All in all this is a very
solid multifilament that should work very well for a wide range of players
looking for comfort, power and touch.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Natural

HEAD Velocity MLT

-

$28

Value hunters looking for an extremely comfortable multifilament with controllable power and above average spin potential have come to the right
place. Constructed with an army of ultra flexible filaments, Velocity
MLT offers an arm- friendly feel with low vibration and minimal shock on offcenter hits. Head adds a special low-friction coating to boost durability. This is a great option for non string breakers who want comfort and
power without breaking the bank.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Natural, Black

HEAD FXP Tour -

$32

The core is made of 4 monofilament polyester fibers for reduced vibrations,
dampening and durability. This unique construction is surrounded by 8 multifilament layers for a softer feel, high elasticity and minimal tension loss.
Special outer coating for less string friction and increased spin. FXP Tour is
the ultimate string for power and comfort.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16
Color: Black

HEAD Intellistring

-

$33

The Head Intellistring is a hybrid string that combines the RIP Power 16L G
for the mains with the RIP Feel 17 G for the crosses. This unique combination provides the consumer with a perfect blend of power, durability, and
feel with a spin enhancing texture. The main string is an ultra thin string with
a slightly textured surface for spin and a durable center core. The cross
string has a coreless ribbon construction.
Type: Blend
Gauge: 16L/17
Color: Blk/Wht, Blk/Yell

HEAD Primal

-

$34

Head's Primal hybrid combines a low-shock co-polyester string with a soft
and powerful multifilament. The result is a string with an impressive combination of spin, precision and power. Ideal for the player who wants to dampen the shock of a light and/or stiff racquet. Head recommends this armfriendly hybrid for their MXG racquets.
Type: Blend
Gauge: 16
Color: Black

HEAD Hawk Rough

-

$35

Head releases a textured version of Hawk, a co-polyester string built for
players with long, fast strokes. With its precise and low-powered response, Hawk Rough will keep your biggest strokes inside the lines. Factor
in this string's grippy texture and you have the recipe for heavy spin. Ultimately, this is simply a great option for intermediate and advanced players
who want surgical control on full swings.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 17
Color: Black

HEAD Gravity

-

$36

Head Gravity is a very innovative hybrid. Unlike the majority of hybrids, this
one features two poly-based strings. The main string is a triangular shaped
co-poly that is designed to put a tight grip on the ball. The cross string is a
very slick, round co-poly that enables the main strings to move out of position and snapback viciously to produce heavy spin. A great option for the
player who wants maximum spin combined with exceptional precision and
durability. Ideal for strong intermediates and advanced players with long,
fast strokes.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 17
Color: White

HEAD Hawk -

$33

Head Hawk is a firm, low-powered monofilament that rewards long, fast
strokes with exceptional precision. This string benefits from a unique manufacturing process along with special chemical additives which give it above
average touch and comfort for a firm control string. Players who hit with
heavy topspin should love this one.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: White

HEAD Lynx

-

$30

Head Lynx is a medium firm co-poly that delivers remarkable precision on
full swings. This string is ideal for players with long, fast strokes. With its
lively snapback, Lynx should help topspin players hit a heavy spin loaded ball
that explodes off the court. Built with additives to increase elasticity and
feel, Lynx also performs well on slower strokes where it possesses above
average touch for a firm monofilament. Recommended to intermediate and
advanced players.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17, 18
Color: Yellow/Black

HEAD Sonic Pro

-

$32

Made from uniquely refined co-polymer polyester with a soft molecular construction, Sonic Pro string offers excellent control and touch. Though polyester strings are stiffer, durable, and more control-oriented, Sonic Pro is softfeeling and offers a livelier response.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16
Color: Black, White

HEAD Sonic Pro Edge

-

$32

Head Sonic Pro Edge 16 is an ultra playable co-poly with impressive comfort
and liveliness for a monofilament control string. This one provides easier
depth than a traditional polyester. Thanks to it's 5 sharp edges, the bite is
incredible. Sonic Pro Edge is ideal for aggressive baseliners who like to impose their will with heavy combination of pace and spin. It's also not a bad
option for the player who is looking for a comfortable entry point into the
magical universe of polyester.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Black

HEAD FXP

-

$30

A comfortable and responsive string that offers some nice ball pocketing
qualities. Features three strands of Fiber GEL in the core with polyester fibers and a polyamid wrap. A good choice for players seeking more durability
than offered by most multifilament's, yet still want a string that offers control and feel.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Natural

LUXILON ALU Power -

$36

In addition to being one of the most popular choices on the ATP Tour, this
string helped usher in the polyester revolution in tennis. The firm monofilament construction will enable you to take huge cuts at the ball without losing control. As a result, you can generate massive stroke speed, which produces a dangerous combination of pace and spin. Ultimately, this is a great
option for intermediate and advanced players who want control, spin and
durability. The fact that is offers above average feel for a control string is a
very nice bonus.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 16L
Color: Grey

LUXILON ALU Power Rough

-

$36

This is the textured version of ALU Power. It has been designed with a rough
surface to help the strings grab (think spin). Like the standard version, this
string has impressive feel for a firm co-polymer monofilament. It has been
used in a hybrid by some of the greatest tennis players of all time. This
string's low-powered response will enable you to take a full cut at the ball
without losing control. As a result, you can generate massive stroke speed,
which produces huge spin and impressive power. A great option for intermediate and advanced players who want durability, spin and precision.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16L
Color: Grey

LUXILON Element

-

$36

As one of the softest strings in Luxilon's line-up, Element is ideal if you like to
hit big. With Element you'll get exceptional precision and spin without the
high level of shock that comes with a traditional control string. Like its predecessors (M2 Pro and M2 Plus), Element features Multi-Mono Technology,
providing you with a slightly more flexible feel than other Luxilon monofilaments. Although this string definitely works best if you have long, fast
strokes, our playtest team was also impressed with its performance on
touch shots (especially when compared to more traditional polyesters which
tend to feel overly stiff and unresponsive at slow stroke speeds). All in all,
this string is a great option for you intermediate through advanced players
seeking a durable control string with above average feel and comfort. Dare
we say that it is the missing element to your game?
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 16L
Color: Copper

LUXILON ALU Power Spin

-

$36

This is the shaped version of the most popular string on the ATP
Tour. Luxilon ALU Power Spin has the same incredible precision and feel of
the standard ALU Power, but it comes with a pentagonal shape for ripping
into the ball (think spin). The low-powered response allows the player to
swing bigger when going for pace and spin. Very durable and great in a full
set or a hybrid (with a softer, more powerful string).
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16L
Color: Grey

LUXILON ALU Power Soft

-

$36

The most popular string on the pro tour goes soft! Luxilon Alu Power Soft is
part of the iconic Alu Power family of strings, many of which have achieved
near cult status at the highest levels of tennis. This version is poised to reach
a broader range of players as it is slightly softer and more comfortable than
the standard Alu Power. Fans of Luxilon strings will be happy to know that it
still manages to deliver the ultra precise and spin-friendly response that
gives big hitters the confidence to crush the ball. Like the standard Alu Power, this softer version has great feel and should appeal to a wide cross section of intermediate and advanced players who want a very complete control string.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16L
Color: Grey

LUXILON ALU Power Fluoro

-

$36

Luxilon's ALU Power Fluoro is a more comfortable, more arm friendly version
of the iconic ALU Power. Like ALU Power, this string has amazing precision
and feel, but it comes with a slightly more forgiving response on off-center
hits.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 17
Color: Grey

LUXILON ALU Power Feel

-

$36

Luxilon Alu Power Feel is the thinnest version of Alu Power, one of the most
iconic strings of the modern era.. It also offers massive spin potential and
the kind of control that allows big hitters to take full cuts with maximum
confidence.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 18
Color: Grey

LUXILON 4G

-

$36

Though quite firm and durable, Luxilon 4G is loaded with playability. Our
testers found this one to have higher than average comfort for a monofilament string, making it more than just a niche string for string breakers. Luxilon spent two years tweaking the molecular properties of 4G in order to
extend the life of playability. This is a great option for players who want all
the benefits of a control string without the high tension loss and impact
shock that comes with some of the first generation polys. This doesn't mean
it will work for players who prefer natural gut or nylon multifilament's, but it
does mean that for players with long, fast strokes, Luxilon has created a very
user-friendly co-poly.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 15, 16, 16L
Color: Gold

LUXILON 4G Rough

-

$36

Though quite firm and durable, Luxilon 4G Rough is loaded with playability.
This rough version provides a little extra grip on the ball for added spin potential. We found this one to have above average comfort for such a firm
control string. While 4G Rough may not work for players who prefer natural
gut or nylon multifilament's, it is ideal for big hitters in search of control,
spin and durability.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16L
Color: Gold

LUXILON 4G Soft

-

$36

Luxilon introduces a softer version of 4G. Like the original version, 4G
Soft offers remarkable tension maintenance,. Although it is softer than the
original 4G, this string is still firm and best suited to intermediate and advanced players who make their own power. The exceptional control on full
swings lends itself to fast swing speeds and very easy access to spin. This is a
great option for big hitters who want control, spin and durability along with
increased tension maintenance.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16
Color: Gold

LUXILON Adrenaline

-

$28

Offering a crisp feel, Adrenaline is big on control. Powerful players will find
they can take big cuts at the ball and still keep shots within the lines with
this string. The control-oriented response also makes this a spin-friendly
offering, as players will find the confidence needed to keep swing speeds
high.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16L
Color: Grey

LUXILON Natural Gut

-

$63

Luxilon takes its pro tour bona fides and applies it to natural gut, the most
responsive string material ever made. Composed of uniquely elastic serosa
fibers, Luxilon Natural Gut offers phenomenal shock absorption while also
remaining wonderfully crisp. The result is a string that protects your arm but
still delivers the kind of direct feedback that makes you feel connected to
the ball. In contrast to other natural guts, we were impressed by this string's
durability. The outstanding tension maintenance means that Luxilon Natural
Gut remains playable longer than any synthetic on the market. Given this
string's feel, comfort and power, it will pair perfectly with your favorite copoly. Players looking for maximum comfort, power and tension maintenance should give this string a serious look.
Type: Gut
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Natural

PRINCE Premier Control -

$28

Prince Premier Control features a firm tri-core construction inside a bed of
very soft and pliable filaments. The result is a string that combines comfort
with an impressive level of control and durability. This is a great string for
any player who prefers a soft, arm-friendly response but wants to keep more
balls in play.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16
Color: Natural, Black

PRINCE Tour XT 17 -

$31

Prince's Tour XT 17 features a new highly elastic thermopoly design and extremely thin gauge provides "Xtra Touch" for the player looking for a softer,
more arm friendly polyester that still is durable and offers great control.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 17
Color: Green

PRINCE Tour XT 16 -

$31

Prince's Tour XT 16 features a new highly elastic thermopoly design and extremely thin gauge provides "Xtra Touch" for the player looking for a softer,
more arm friendly polyester that still is durable and offers great control.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16
Color: Black

PRINCE Tour XS -

$31

With its unique triangular geometry and well defined edges, Prince Tour
XS puts a tight grip on the ball and allows the player to load it with heavy
spin. Offering a medium firm feel for a co-poly, this one is designed for the
player who wants a crisp response with plenty of feedback. With such a precise and predictable response, this string should give big hitters the confidence to crush the ball.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 17
Color: Black

PRINCE Tour XC -

$28

Prince Tour XC is an extremely durable monofilament that delivers maximum control on full swings. It also manages to offer surprisingly good comfort for a firm poly. Made with a slippery coating, this one snaps the ball out
of the stringed with extra spin. Big hitters looking to keep more balls in play
should love Tour XC. Lastly, string breakers in need of a longer lasting poly
should look no further.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16L
Color: Black, Yellow

PRINCE Premier Power -

$32

Prince Premier Power updates Premier LT and somehow manages to increase the comfort. Like its predecessor, this one is quite lively, but it also
has exceptional dwell time which helps with control. Boasting an army of
over 900 flexible fibers, this string does a great job at absorbing shock and
reducing the load on tendons and joints. All in all, this is a great option for
any player who wants easy access to depth, great touch and exceptional
comfort.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17, 18
Color: Natural

PRINCE Lightning XX 17 -

$25

An all-round performance string with Prince Powerfoil technology. Designed
to offer greater power and increased durability, Prince recommends the
LightningXX for 'tweener performance frames. The pink version of this string
is in support of the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Research Foundation.
Type: Syn
Gauge: 17
Color: Black, Pink, Silver

PRINCE Lightning XX 16 -

$25

An all-round performance string with Prince Powerfoil technology. Designed
to offer greater power and increased durability, Prince recommends the
LightningXX for 'tweener performance frames. The pink version of this string
is in support of the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Research Foundation.
Type: Syn
Gauge: 16
Color: Blue, Pink, Red

PRINCE Premiere LT -

$30

Utilizing advanced linear technology, the micro-fibers are aligned in parallel
to pocket/cup the ball providing exceptional comfort, power and playability.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16
Color: Natural

PRINCE Poly Spin 3D -

$30

The Poly Spin 3D string with unique co-extruded 3D edges add a new dimension to your game by gripping the ball for added spin and control
Type: Poly
Gauge: 17
Color: Green

PRINCE Synthetic Gut Classic -

$23

This is the king of synthetic gut and it delivers an impressive combination of
comfort and controllable power. Not only is this a great option for any player
in search of value and performance, it will also add some comfort and feel to
your favorite poly hybrid.
Type: Syn
Gauge: 16
Color: White

PRINCE Tournament Poly -

$26

Prince Tournament Poly replaces Prince Polygut. Tournament Poly offers
exceptional durability with good control in a value string. This is a great
string option for the heavy hitter or string breaker seeking added control and
durability.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 17
Color: White

PRINCE Poly EXP -

$32

This premium polyester delivers a crisp feel with plenty of power and durability providing 50% more comfort.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16
Color: Yellow, Silver

SOLINCO Hyper G

-

$30

Solinco Hyper-G is a square shaped co-poly with an impressive combination
of spin and precision. Developed for an ATP top 50 player, this medium firm
string will allow big hitters to take massive cuts at the ball without having to
worry about overhitting. Topspin players who like hitting balls that dive
sharply and explode off the court should love this string.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 16L, 17, 18, 19, 20
Color: Green

SOLINCO Tour Bite

-

$30

Solinco Tour Bite is a polyester monofilament that provides excellent control and remarkable spin. This explains why it is extremely popular at the
collegiate level. Our testers noticed immediately how well the square profile
gripped the ball. This is not only a perfect string for players seeking more
control and spin, but it also packs a punch for those who favor a heavy ball.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 15L, 16, 16L, 17, 18, 19, 20
Color: Grey

SOLINCO Tour Bite Soft

-

$30

Solinco Tour Bite Soft lives up to its name. This very impressive control
string is definitely on the softer side of the polyester spectrum. Given the
overall playability, we think this gentler version of Tour Bite will work well
not only for advanced players but also big swinging intermediates. Like the
original version, Tour Bite Soft is shaped for massive grip on the ball. The
result is huge spin potential.. Big hitters looking to get exceptional spin and
precision without a lot of shock are encouraged to take this one out for a
spin.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 16L, 17
Color: Grey

SOLINCO Tour Bite Diamond Rough

-

$30

Solinco Tour Bite Rough is a textured co-poly with a phenomenal blend of
precision and spin potential. The firm feel and extremely predictable response will enable players to take huge cuts at the ball. A great option for
strong intermediates and advanced players who like ripping the cover off the
ball. Feels slightly softer than the original Tour Bite.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 16L, 17
Color: Grey

TECNIFIBRE X-One Bi Phase

-

$38

A premium multifilament string, X-One BiPhase delivers superb comfort, feel
and a crisp response. A good choice for players seeking an arm-friendly
string without sacrificing power. Provides good tension maintenance too.
According to Tecnifibre, the X-One Biphase string uses High Heat Capacity
(H2C) fibers, which allows the use of an innovative chemical treatment process called Trimerization. This new process increases the cohesion between
chemical molecule links through extreme variations in temperature to result
in ultimate dynamic efficiency (power) and exceptional feel. The new patented Biphasic process, with its visible marks on the string, extends string life by
20% and offers increased spin. Similar to its leading string, NRG2, the multifilament fibers within this string are immersed in polyurethane to provide
shock absorption and optimum comfort.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17, 18
Color: Natural, Red

TECNIFIBRE Black Code

-

$33

Tecnifibre Black Code is a co-poly string and features THERMOCORE technology. It offers a PENTAGONAL profile for good
bite on the ball resulting in better spin potential. This string has minimal tension loss while offering an extremely soft feel.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 15L, 16, 17, 18
Color: Black

TECNIFIBRE HDX Tour -

$38

Tecnifibre HDX Tour combines soft Elastyl fibers with firm polyester filaments to give players a crisper feeling multifilament with controllable power. As with other Tecnifibre multifilament's, this string is infused with polyurethane, a resin used to increase flexibility and elasticity. To improve durability, Tecnifibre adds a slick abrasion resistant coating. The result of all these
ingredients is a comfortably firm multifilament that feels at once powerful
and precise, not unlike a high quality hybrid.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 15L, 16, 17
Color: Natural

TECNIFIBRE Multi Feel

-

$28

Multifeel offers multifilament comfort and playability with enhanced durability thanks to its construction of a monofilament core, multifilament wraps
and anti-abrasion coating. Multifeel is ideal for players looking for a soft and
arm-friendly string as well as those seeking to soften up a stiff frame.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Natural

TECNIFIBRE NRG -

$36

With playability so close to natural gut that you'll want to check the packet
for hoof prints, NRG2 is a premium quality multifilament synthetic string.
The durability benefits of the Silicon Pyrogene Lubritec additive are complemented with lasting feel and comfort providing continued performance for
the discerning player. Excellent touch and feel.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17, 18
Color: Natural

TECNIFIBRE Pro Red Code Wax

-

$31

With Pro Red Code Wax Tecnifibre adds some extra spin and durability to
one of their classic co-polys. This string is constructed with a wax application
to facilitate the snapback required for bigger/easier spin. The wax coating
also reduces frictional wear to extend the life of the string. Like the original
Pro Red Code, this version is designed for big hitters who like to attack the
ball with long, fast strokes. Also like the original, Pro Red Code Wax is made
with Tecnifibre’s unique Thermocore process (which involves pre stretching
the string under heat to increase flexibility and vibration dampening). Players looking for firm string that turns big swings into spin loaded missiles that
drop hard should give this string a serious look.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17, 18
Color: Red

TECNIFIBRE Black Code 4S

-

$33

Black is Back! With Black Code 4S, Tecnifibre gives big hitters a durable, lowpowered co-poly with MASSIVE spin potential, impressive tension maintenance and great feel (especially for a firm monofilament). Boasting a square
profile and sharp edges, this string puts a very tight grip on the ball. Topspin
players will be able to hit high-arching, spin-loaded balls that come down
sharply and explode off the court. For this string Tecnifibre uses Thermocore
Technology, a multi-stage heating technique designed to soften the structure and reduce harsh impact vibrations. Players looking for a durable copoly with phenomenal control and spin-potential should definitely give this
one a serious look. Try this 16g version for more durability and control than
the 17g & 18g versions.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17, 18
Color: Black

TECNIFIBRE Pro Red Code -

$27

A great string for the player seeking durability, control and spin. Offers a
crisp and clean feel at impact. We found good directional control and excellent bite with this string - making it ideal for the player with a fast and aggressive stroke style.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17, 18
Color: Red

TECNIFIBRE ATP Razor Code -

$34

Tecnifibre ATP Razor Code 16 is a medium firm co-poly designed for big
hitters who favor a crisp response. Unlike traditional polyester strings, ATP
Razor Code is built with special additives to improve comfort and increase
power. The upshot is a slightly livelier and more responsive control string. In
addition to being a great option for the advanced player, this one has
enough all-around playability for the strong intermediate who wants to
make the transition to a firmer control string
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17, 18
Color: Grey/Blue

TECNIFIBRE TGV

-

$36

TGV is made of bundles of micro fibers, imbued with Polyurethane 400
which give it its dynamic properties and power. It has the highest concentration of PU:45% for maximum comfort, and an anti-abrasive coating(SPL) on
the string to improve durability by reducing abrasion that can lead to notching and wear. It is a great choice for players with arm problems.
Type: Mulit
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Natural

TECNIFIBRE Ruff Code -

$30

Combining durability, comfort, and spin is no easy task, but Tecnifibre Ruff
Code 16 is up for the challenge. This string undergoes a sequential series of
heating steps in order to soften the structure, known as the Thermocore
process. This manufacturing technique helps to decrease the amount of stiffness felt in this durable co-polyester string. Ruff Code also features a unique
Biphase process that adds texture to the outer layer of the string, providing
greater bite on the ball for additional spin.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16
Color: Grey

VOLKL V Torque -

$28

Volkl V Torque is a very playable co-poly designed for players with long, fast
strokes. It has three longitudinal grooves that form sharp edges for gripping
the ball. The result is huge spin potential. We found this one to have above
average comfort for a poly-based string.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17, 18
Color: Green/Blue

VOLKL Cyclone

-

$26

Spin! Spin! Spin! Volkl Cyclone's gear shape makes it a spin machine. Our
testers discovered this one to be very user-friendly, offering above average
feel and playability for a poly-based string. Powerful baseliners who like to
hit heavy spin will love this one. Given the range of features, Cyclone is one
of the best values in its class.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17, 18
Color: Black, Yellow

VOLKL Cyclone Tour

-

$26

Volkl Cyclone Tour, a lively co-poly designed for big hitters, has a softer response than the original Cyclone. This tour version of Cyclone has the same
spin-friendly gear shape, but is twisted for increased ball bite. Best suited to
advanced players who want a very playable co-poly with a little extra comfort and power.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17, 18
Color: Black, Red

WILSON NXT -

$38

This is one of the most popular, time-tested multifilament's ever made. It
offers optimal comfort, touch, power, and feel. According to Wilson, NXT
offers a 10% increased sweet spot over traditional synthetic gut, as well as
74% less vibration. Players with slow to moderate swing speeds will benefit
from the power of NXT. It's also great for all types of players that love the
classic gut-like feel of a multifilament, as well as being a great option for
polyester string users as part of a hybrid. Tennis elbow sufferers looking for
a softer, more comfortable string should also give NXT a try.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Natural

WILSON Optimus -

$25

Wilson Optimus is constructed with an army of velvety filaments and
sheathed with a co-polymer membrane. The result is a versatile multifilament with good tension maintenance and very impressive comfort. Though
quite pliable and arm friendly, this one still manages to feel wonderfully
crisp, especially at higher tensions. This is a great option for the player who
wants phenomenal comfort, controllable power and great feel.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16
Color: White

WILSON NXT Power -

$38

Wilson's premier multifilament synthetic gut, NXT Power offers an even
closer to gut-like feel than regular NXT. According to Wilson, it's the softest
and most comfortable string in the NXT line. Designed with almost twice as
many fibers as regular NXT, it offers a 15% increase in sweet spot size and
80% less vibration than traditional synthetic gut. With its superior power and
comfort, Wilson gives this string its maximum playability rating. NXT Tour
also offers impressive durability for a multifilament. It's an awesome choice
for players of all levels and playing styles looking for near gut-like performance at half the cost.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 17, 18 G
Color: Natural

WILSON NXT Duramax -

$38

NXT DuraMax is the most durable version of NXT. Like other version of NXT
it offers excellent comfort and playability. A soft feeling string, NXT Max is
ideal for players seeking maximum comfort from a string that can still handle
heavy power and spin without premature breakage. Try this thicker gauge
for added durability and directional control. This one is also great for racquets with super open patterns.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 15, 17
Color: Natural

WILSON NXT Control -

$38

Featuring polyester and nylon fibers in a bed of polyurethane, NXT Control
provides all the benefits of a great hybrid. Offering the perfect balance between comfort and control, this one is perfect for comfort seekers who want
to keep more balls in play. It's also great for power players who want more
control but who don't want the impact shock that comes with monofilament
polyester. A must try for players seeking an arm friendly control string with a
comfortably crisp response.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16
Color: Natural

WILSON Sensation -

$28

Great value in a multifilament! A comfortable playing string with a nice
blend of feel & playability. Known for its vibration dampening qualities, Sensation original lives up to its long-standing reputation as an arm-friendly
string choice. It's a great option for players looking for a soft, playable alternative to natural gut, or for those seeking a more comfortable selection
compared to the stiffer synthetic guts.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 15, 16, 17
Color: Natural

WILSON Sensation Control -

$28

This is Wilson's more control-oriented version of the popular Sensation
string! Sensation Control is an arm-friendly multifilament, ideal for all levels
and styles of players looking for the playability of a natural gut but who
don't want to break the bank. Compared to regular Sensation, Sensation
Control has added LCP Ribbons in its construction, making it slightly stiffer
than regular Sensation. This means it's going to feel a little more muted and
have more control. It's a great update to Sensation for the big-hitting modern game!
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16
Color: Natural

WILSON Revolve Spin -

$28

Revolve Spin is a shaped variation of Wilson’s Revolve co-poly. With its low
powered response, this string will keep your biggest swings inside the lines.
Not only does Revolve Spin have 5 sharp edges for grabbing hold of the
ball, it is made with a special low-friction UHMW material, allowing the
strings to snap the ball off the strings with extra force (see big spin). This is a
very solid option for intermediate and advanced players looking to attack
the ball. Did we mention the spin?
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 17
Color: Black, Green

WILSON Revolve -

$28

Wilson Revolve is a comfortably firm co-poly that is well suited to players
with long, fast strokes. Like the best control strings, Revolve provides tremendous precision and predictability on the biggest swings. It also features a
unique molecular structure and a proprietary additive designed to increase
the string's ability to deflect and snap back (see heavy spin). Offering higher
comfort than a traditional polyester, Revolve is a great option for intermediate and advanced players looking for durability, control and spin.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 15
Color: Orange

WILSON Shock Shield -

$20

A string with a gentle feel thanks to the soft, co-polymer blend of materials.
There is a dampening layer that reduces unwanted vibration and string
noise, while the durable, monofilament construction makes it ideal for those
players susceptible to string breaks. Made with soft additives to reduce vibration, Wilson Shock Shield Mono is a comfortable co-poly designed to
offer a somewhat muted feel. With its slippery, spin-friendly surface, this
one is perfect for the aggressive topspin player. It’s also exceptionally durable. A great option for big hitters in search of more comfort or intermediates
looking to take the leap into control string.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 17
Color: Blue

WILSON Spin Cycle -

$24

Wilson Spin Cycle 16L features a soft, co-polymer construction, twisted and
shaped for extreme spin. PVDF coating allows string to move more freely for
increased spin potential. Great blend of playability and spin for aggressive
players.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16L
Color: Natural

YONEX Poly Tour Pro -

$33

Yonex Poly Tour Pro 120 is a softer playing poly string. This one is very, very
spin-friendly. Power players will love the control and feel they get from all
areas of the court. A solid, durable string that is a great choice for aggressive, big hitting players.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 16L, 17
Color: Yellow/black

YONEX Poly Tour Spin -

$33

The Yonex Poly Tour Spin comes in a pentagonal shape for superior access
to spin. The five sided string puts extra bite on the ball, increasing spin potential. The low powered precision is ideal for big hitters looking for control
as well as spin.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16, 16L, 17
Color: Yellow/black

YONEX Poly Tour Spin G

-

$33

Attention topspin players! Yonex Poly Tour Spin G is uniquely qualified to
grab and rotate a tennis ball. With it's pentagonal shape, it comes with 5
sharp edges for ripping into the felt. To help increase ball rotation, this advanced co-poly comes with a special silicone oil infusion to enable the strings
to slide out of position and snap back with vicious force. In addition to its
impressive spin potential, Poly Tour Spin G is firm and low-powered, giving
advanced players the freedom to take massive cuts at the ball. Ultimately,
this is a great option for big hitters who want spin, control and durability.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16L
Color: Red

YONEX Poly Tour Fire -

$33

Players with long, fast strokes should love Yonex Poly Tour Fire - a round
polyester monofilament that will keep your biggest strokes inside the lines.
The feel is firm but nicely dampened, with a surprisingly low level of shock
on off-center hits. Yonex has made this string with its unique Silicone Oil
Infused Filament (SIF) Technology. This is a manufacturing process that reduces stringed friction, enabling the strings to snap back with vicious force
(resulting in heavy spin). Although this might be a little too firm for beginners, we think it is perfect for intermediate and advanced players, especially
if they want control, durability and spin. Tension maintenance is above average.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16L
Color: Red

YONEX Poly Tour HS

-

$31

The Yonex Poly Tour HS is a crisp feeling poly string. Offering plenty of spin
access, this string provides consistent tension throughout its life. Those that
like to take a big cut at the ball will appreciate the dwell time and low powered precision.
Type: Poly
Gauge: 16
Color: Green

YONEX Rexis

-

$34

The REXIS string provides Improved power, repulsion, and durability from
the innovative FRF (Fusion of Resin Filament) production process. Upgraded
at the molecular level for greater elasticity, the super-solid REXIS string
structure is produced by filling the gaps of ordinary multifilament string with
the new, more flexible material, FORTIMO.
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16
Color: Natural

YONEX Tour Super Solid X -

$35

Yonex introduces the new Tour Super Solid-X tennis string. This string provides generous feel with more power from the new composite core structure. The Super Solid X incorporates a highly durable nylon multifilament
with a double weave nylon monofilament composite and polyurethane
coating. This string delivers continuous feel, comfort and repulsion power
Type: Multi
Gauge: 16, 16L
Color: Natural

